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Oracle Belline Cartes Oracles Coffret
''Every time there is a time to be, to disperse and dream. It has been this way; it is this way, in this eternity that took us apart and this moment brought us together again, into each other’s arms, filling the immortality with ancient spirituality, with wisdom of the Goddess, with the experience of one lover who lost himself just to find you.''
"If you wish to learn, understand and practise Tarot, at long last, here is a complete and indispensable work, specialising in the extraordinary possibilities of this instrument. The author here puts the accent on the divinatory riches of the tool. What is Tarot? How do you practise a draw? What are the different techniques of interpretation? How do you respond to a question of emotion, profession, finance, health....? How to embark on the voyance
and the medium? For the first time in the history of Tarot, a contemporary introduction, transmitted clearly and with the greatest pedagogy, unedited techniques and draws. This long awaited complete method is aimed at both beginners and confirmed tarologists. Thanks to examples, exercises and their corrections, it allows for a progressive and long lasting learning of the rules of the art, thus enabling a greater respect of the reading. This
complete, unique and spiritual work, is a long seller and a reference in the Universe of the Tarot."
Popular inspirational artist Catrin Welz-Stein has created a magical tarot deck in her signature collage style with lush images drawn from her intuition and imagination. This unique 83-card deck, with a distinctively feminine point of view, includes five bonus cards: extra female versions of the four Kings and the Emperor. Readers can customize the deck by choosing which cards to include in their readings. Tarot of Mystical Moments features gilded
edged cards and a 96-page guidebook with upright and reversed meanings.
Jeu de 53 cartes avec un livret
A 78-Card Deck & Guidebook
Past Life Oracle Cards
Cartes divinatoires
A 44-card Deck and Guidebook
L'oracle du sixième sens

helps you discover new ways to attract and build stronger loving relationships. Includes a 50 card deck and guidebook.
The Belline Horoscope is a modern tarot game, strongly based on the Oracle of Belline due to its similarity in the meaning and order of the cards.Where those who want can start from scratch. And for those who already have experience they will be able to advance and specializeWhat will readers find in this book?* Description of each card with its similarity to the Oracle of Belline* 75
associations of 2 cards* 40 associations of 3 cards* Work methodology in simple and complex runs* 36 exercises solved, from 2 to 5 cards
The Monastery of Saint Giovanni in Venere, Italy, 1545. When terrified villagers deliver a practically lifeless body to Dom Salvatore, claiming that the man has been the victim of witchcraft, the monk transgresses the rules of the monastery in order to nurse the stranger back to health. However, within these safe cloisters, a series of tragic events unfold. Someone is trying to kill the
wounded stranger. Dom Salvatore must find out who this mysterious man is, if he is to have a chance of saving his life. Giovanni Tratore was born some three decades earlier to a peasant family in Calabria. He dutifully worked with his brother in the fields, but always dreamt of a greater life for himself. One day a ship bearing Venetian nobles is forced to anchor near his village,
following a pirate attack. The moment Giovanni sets eyes on Elena, the great granddaughter of the Doge, the most important man in Venice, he falls in love with her. An impossible love - how could a noble woman be interested in a peasant? - but Giovanni is not put off. From that moment on he resolves to do whatever it takes to make himself worthy of her love. Setting out for Venice, he
soon meets Luna - a woman who can see into the future. When Luna reads his Oracle, Giovanni is terrified. "You will kill once through jealousy, once though fear and once through anger." Her words will haunt Giovanni throughout his life, as he tries to understand his fate, take control of it and even - when possible - side-step it. Set against a 16th century rife with religious and
political tensions, this novel take us from rural Calabria to the decadent palaces of Venice, from the secluded monasteries of Mount Athos to the prisons of Algiers, from the winding alleys of Jerusalem to the ghettos of Cyprus. At once an epic love story, a compelling journey of initiation and a theological thriller of the most gripping kind, Frédéric Lenoir has succeeded in combining
page-turning suspense with fascinating astrological, philosophical and religious insight in a novel that leaves you utterly bereft when you finish. "Our very own Dan Brown... More than an epic historical thriller, this is a philosophical tale, written by a true scholar." - Le Journal du dimanche "The intrigue is beautifully crafted and the love story keeps the reader in suspense until
the very last page... A rip roaring read!' - Paris Match "Look no further than The Oracle of the Moon for your weekend reading: love, adventure and intrigue set in the middle of the Renaissance - truly gripping... An extremely accessible history of religions with a twist of Dumas.' - RTL
Eight Coins' Tattoo Tarot
The Starseed Oracle
The Sacred Connection to Nature
The Spiritual Teacher in the Cards
Angel Answers Oracle Cards
Shadowscapes Tarot
The Secret Language of Your Body unveils the secrets to understanding the messages of your body, revealing the underlying causes of symptoms and medical conditions, and offers processes for healing. Foreword by Bernie Siegel, M.D. This inspiring handbook delves deeply into the possible reasons for health issues in all areas of your body. Author Inna Segal offers a unique, step-by-step
method to assist your body in returning to its natural state of health, including a free thirty-five minute audio download where Inna helps you tune into your body for a powerful healing experience. By encouraging you to connect with your innate healing intelligence and calling on your body’s built-in ability to heal itself, Inna gently guides you on a journey of life-changing
transformation and empowerment where you will: • heal the mental, emotional, and energetic causes of physical ailments • use easy, quick, practical exercises to heal your organs • learn the secret language of disease and powerful processes for healing • understand and release limiting thoughts and emotions • discover how to use color to heal your life • uncover and apply the messages
your body has to teach you
How does an amulet differ from a talisman? What is a thoughtform? How is energy manipulated? What are the real types of magic? Revealing information she learned in family training, Ann Moura provides detailed instruction in the forms of magic, the methods and techniques involved, and how ethics are vital to successful practice.
Here, the Hierophant becomes the High Priest, Wheel of Fortune becomes Wheel of the Year, and Judgement becomes Karma. Based on the traditional Rider-Waite-Smith deck and filled with images that speak to today's magickal practitioner, witchcraft takes center stage in this stunning deck designed by highly respected Witch and Tarot reader Ellen Dugan. Featuring the vibrant artwork of awardwinning artist Mark Evans, Witches Tarot is the perfect combination of Tarot and the Craft. In addition to card descriptions and meanings, Dugan's companion guide features spell-enhancing spreads—such as the Triple Goddess Spread, the Four Elements Spread, and the Wheel of the Year Spread—that you can use in both Tarot readings and magickal practice.
Dreaming Way Lenormand
Self-Love Oracle
The Light Seer's Tarot
L'Oracle lumière
Tarot of Mystical Moments
The Essential Guide to Health and Wellness
Inspiré des éléments du I-Ching, des runes nordiques, du tarot traditionnel et d'autres supports anciens de divination, cet oracle de 52 cartes magnifiquement illustrées est un véritable guide de sagesse au quotidien. Chaque carte arborant un animal, un élémental de la nature ou un symbole énergétique puissant, vous invite à vous reconnecter avec le monde de l'Esprit.
Each card in this lavish deck portrays a different angel for guidance, protection, help, and healing. Intended for inspiration and affirmation, the cards work with the user's thoughts and decisions to raise levels of consciousness and open up psychic and spiritual gifts. Whether attempting to release old negative thought patterns or clearing emotional blockages, the angels offer significant meditative light from which spiritual knowledge and information emanate. The cards are packaged in an attractive desktop holder that can display each day's chosen angel.
This charming 36-card Petit Lenormand deck offers fresh, new perspectives for this traditional system of fortune telling. Contemporary Korean artist Kwon Shina's imaginative style of artwork provides the reader with clever visual cues that capture the mood, nuances, and inner meanings of the cards. When you look at the Dog card, you will know in an instant this card portrays loyal friendship, not a threat. If you are learning Lenormand for the first time, this is a delightful deck to learn the core meanings. If you are already familiar with the Lenormand system, Kwon's dreamy images will inspire you to look at
Lenormand in a whole new way. The 92-page booklet offers keywords, quotations and interpretations that help the reader understand the lively narrative interplay between the 36 cards. Dreaming Way Lenormand will allow you to do insightful readings that bring clarity to any situation, whether you are working with pairs of cards, the Grand Tableau or one of the starter spreads sugge
The Oracle of Venus
Work Your Light Oracle Cards
The Way of Tarot
Green Magic
Mystical Shaman Oracle Deck and Guidebook
Astrological Oracle Cards
Surrender to the fantastical world of your deepest dreams . . . where butterflies float upon shifting mists set aglow by the rising sun. A place where twisting branches arc across shimmering skies, willowy fairies dance on air, and tree spirits sing from a hallowed oak. Delve into the shadows of your dreams--and awaken to truth. Weaving together Asian, Celtic, and fantasy styles of artwork, this breathtaking new Rider-Waite-Smith-based tarot deck by renowned artist Stephanie Pui-Mun Law is infused with universal symbols found in fairy tales, myths, and folklore
from cultures around the world. A companion guidebook presents the artist's evocative interpretations of each card's significance. It also features an introduction by award-winning tarot expert Barbara Moore that includes tarot basics, instructions for giving insightful readings, and practical spreads.
This 52-card divination system is an inspirational tool to bridge the unseen world of Spirit and the physical world of our day-to-day lives. Based on the mythology of ancient Britain's Isle of Avalon, it will help you find valuable & powerful insights in all aspects of life.
Self Love Oracle is the oracle for the modern woman! Explore your chakras and aura, and integrate your past emotional experiences and energies for a total mind, body, and soul healing. Through its stunning, multilayered illustrations and unique and loving messages, this 36-card oracle invites you to discover the essence of your divine femininity. Each card offers an energy description, a soul lesson, an element, a gift, sensual therapy, and a ritual. Additional cards for the seven chakras and aura, as well as four wild cards for extended guidance, complete the deck.
Create your own path to total well-being and divine spirituality.
Zillich Tarot
Daily Guidance from Your Angels
Oracle Belline
A 53-card Deck and Guidebook
Avec 1 livret, 44 cartes oracle, et 1 sac en satin pour protéger les cartes
Whispers of Love

Filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky’s insights into the Tarot as a spiritual path • Works with the original Marseille Tarot to reveal the roots of Western wisdom • Provides the key to the symbolic language of the Tarot’s “nomadic cathedral” • Transforms a simple divination tool into a vehicle for self-realization and healing Alejandro Jodorowsky’s profound study of the Tarot, which began in the early 1950s, reveals it to be far more than a simple divination device. The Tarot is first and foremost a powerful instrument of self-knowledge and a representation of the structure of the
soul. The Way of Tarot shows that the entire deck is structured like a temple, or a mandala, which is both an image of the world and a representation of the divine. The authors use the sacred art of the original Marseille Tarot--created during a time of religious tolerance in the 11th century--to reconnect with the roots of the Tarot’s Western esoteric wisdom. They explain that the Tarot is a “nomadic cathedral” whose parts--the 78 cards or “arcana”--should always be viewed with an awareness of the whole structure. This understanding is essential to fully grasp the Tarot’s hermetic
symbolism. The authors explore the secret associations behind the hierarchy of the cards and the correspondences between the suits and energies within human beings. Each description of the Major Arcana includes key word summaries, symbolic meanings, traditional interpretations, and a section where the card speaks for itself. Jodorowsky and Costa then take the art of reading the Tarot to a depth never before possible. Using their work with Tarology, a new psychological approach that uses the symbolism and optical language of the Tarot to create a mirror image of the
personality, they offer a powerful tool for self-realization, creativity, and healing.
German watercolor artist Christine Zillich has created an intriguing Thoth-style tarot deck. This contemporary pocket-sized deck is packed with powerful imagery. Beneath the colorful surface are layers of meaning and archetypal symbolism through which Zillich Tarot visually explores mythological and astrological influences. The cards in this 78-card deck present Thoth keywords as well as kabbalistic signs. In the 60-page booklet Johan Von Kirschner explains the symbolism and meaning of each card.
WHO WERE YOU IN A PAST LIFE? Your eternal soul has lived other lifetimes that affect your current career, health, relationships, family, and life lessons. Doreen Virtue and Brian Weiss, M.D., have teamed up to create an easy-to-use, safe, and gentle tool to uncover messages from and about your past lives. This beautiful 44-card deck and accompanying guidebook will help you understand your own patterns and behaviors so that you can overcome negative blocks and enjoy greater happiness, well-being, and love.
Angels of Light Cards
TAROT OF CURIOUS CREATURES.
Tarot, the Complete Method
Witches Tarot
Hispanics and the U.S. Political System
Gilded Reverie Expanded Edition
Begin each morning by communing with your angels, using the 365 channeled meditations in this beautiful gift edition by best-selling author Doreen Virtue. Each page offers a comforting and uplifting message that sets a positive and healing tone for the day. This material also functions as a divination tool, as you can ask a question and open the book to a thought that provides guidance, support, answers, and encouragement. Daily Guidance from Your
Angels will keep you centered in peacefulness throughout the day, and will help you remember that your angels are always beside you, ready to assist you with every area of your life. A beautiful ribbon bookmark bound into the spine is the perfect way to easily mark your place, both morning and evening. This book makes the perfect gift for those you love . . . including yourself!
This vividly illustrated deck follows the artistic development of tattoo artist and designer Lana Zellner. The 82-card deck includes all of her original tarot art plus four new cards painted specially for this edition. The cards feature art forms and iconic imagery from both tattoo and tarot traditions, all hand drawn and painted using the watercolor painting style of "spitshading." The 188-page book presents full-color, enlarged illustrations for
each Eight Coins' card, along with Lana's descriptions and unique tarot insights. Set includes: ¢¢ 82 cards ¢¢ 188-page full color book ¢¢ Eight Coins' Tattoo Tarot Rose Spread About the Artist Lana Zellner is a tattoo artist, painter and designer based in Missoula, Montana. Pulling from her former work as an architect, Lana's tattoo art is focused on line-work, bold design elements and detailed ornamentation. She enjoys incorporating her spiritual
interests into her artwork. Lana has been reading tarot cards since she was 12 years old.
Les corps célestes qui nous entourent influent sur l'être humain. Cet oracle vous invite à vous connecter à ces énergies qui émanent de l'univers. Pandora Heart, auteur et illustratrice de talent, nous offre, au travers de l'Oracle Des Astres, l'univers à porté de main. Planètes, signes du zodiaque, fil des saisons ou encore symboles forts et simples de compréhension, l'Oracle Des Astres conquiert les c oeurs par ses illustrations et les âmes par son
aspect divinatoire. Jeu de 53 cartes + livret
The Oracle of the Moon -anglaisL'oracle des astres
Moonology Oracle Cards
The Wisdom of Avalon Oracle Cards
The Secrets of the Belline Oracle
Oracle Cards for Attracting More Love Into Your Life
Gilded Reverie Lenormand showcases the digital talents of Ciro Marchetti with captivating imagery on 47 gilt-edge cards.This Expanded Edition deck features eight special supplemental cards, including four that have not been previously published.The extra cards are: Time, Bridges, Dice, Mask, Well, Compass, Labyrinth, and Magnifying Glass. For this deck Ciro also provides an extra Man, Lady, and Owl card to enhance Lenormand readings.The 80-page guidebook provides expert instruction by Lee Bursten, Donnaleigh de LaRose and others for reading with this 47-card deck.
Simple and easy for the beginner, this carefully researched system develops in richness as you gain experience with the ancient mysteries. Awaken to the sacred Egyptian principles of living in harmony and balance with ourselves, the land, and the divine--concepts as alive and relevant today as they were 3,000 years ago.
Tarot Deck & Book. Built on the premise that we have the answers we need within ourselves, this classical tarot card deck combines Old World atmosphere with surprisingly modern faces. Demonstrating the evocative and universal qualities of human expression, this is the first set of divination cards to consist entirely of portraits -- most looking directly at the viewer to form a connection between the reader and the card. Each visage conveys an easy understanding of the cards unique meaning, allowing the deck to be used straight from the box without any special knowledge. Complete with a straightforward and informational booklet,
the rich, dark colours and sumptuous costumes brings an antique look to this set based on the popular Rider-Waite-Smith card style.
The Secret Language of Your Body
Moving Into the Mainstream
Magical Messages from the Fairies Oracle Cards
The Egyptian Oracle
Horoscope Belline
La sagesse de l'oracle

A nondenominational book about the Virgin Mary presents stories of those who have experienced healings by and visitations from her, offers prayers involving her, and discusses symbols associated with her.
As the Hispanic population in the U.S. grows, so too does its influence. The general election in 2000 marked an era of increased influence and awareness by Hispanics in politics both as voters and politicians. While it is clear that Latinos are influencing and changing politics, the impact on politics in the U.S. is still not clear. Authored by leading scholar, F. Chris Garcia and Gabriel Sanchez, Hispanics and the U.S. Political System : Moving into the Mainstream focuses on the historical, contemporary and future role of Hispanics in the United States.
Did you know that the most revered esoteric divination deck in Europe after Tarot is the Belline oracle? A French cartomancy reference since its first publication, the oracle's illustrations were created in the 1800s by Edmond, famous card reader and astrologer whose clients included Alexandre Dumas, Victor Hugo, Napoleon III and many alumni of the time. Marcel Forget, known as Belline, Prince of Seers used his name and reputation to bring the oracle to the masses in the 1960s; many books in French have been published since, but no significant English manual on the Belline Oracle has come to light - until
now! Following her significant contribution to the Lenormand oracle's renaissance, Sylvie Steinbach introduces the Secrets of the Belline Oracle, sharing her analysis of the fifty-three cards supporting Edmond's definitions, and her use of the oracle for modern card reading. With this essential introduction, you will learn to understand the 53 cards' meanings by unlocking their symbolism, integrate Sylvie Steinbach's contemporary attributes on the original definitions, apply the cards using basic and advanced spreads that address any type of inquiries, and offer spiritual readings such as mediumship, past life and
manifestation work to your clients. If you seek to expand your knowledge on oracles, this manual is your next step to mastering the Edmond-Belline oracle masterpiece.
Le jeu original de 52 cartes et un livre
Mary, Queen of Angels
Touchstone Tarot
L'oracle de la sorcière noire et des runes
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